Senator Inouye and his S-218 Have
Been Resurrected as the
“SPECTRUM AUCTION BILL!”
While Senator Daniel Inouye bras not really been
resurrected, his Senate Bill 218 is gaining new life. Ne‘arly
four years in the m‘aking, S. B. 218, “The Emerging
Telecommunications Act” is re‘aring it’s ugly he&ad once again.
The senior Senator from Hawaii, Mr. Inouye, h&as gained a lot
of exposure recently by t,aking the lead from the White House
and the Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) and
letting an otherwise harmless idea t‘ake on a new dimension.
Pressures from industry, a tough economic climate, budget
cuts ‘and other factors ‘are causing the FCC to increase fees
‘and in effect, generate revenue. If S. B. 218 succeeds in
auctioning oi:‘ ihe “Spectrum Reserve” it is taking away from
previous government allocations, the US Tre‘asury stands to
gain at least S250 million.
L‘ast month. Senate Communications Subcommittee
Chairm‘an E‘arnest Hollings ‘and FCC Chairman Alfred Sikes
seemed to be at odds. Hollings may introduce legislation
because e‘arlier in the year he said “The FCC h‘as not
considered fully the needs expressed by the existing users.”
Hollings subcommittee called on Mr. Sikes to ‘address these
concerns.
As always these are complex issues ‘and difficult
times -- for more information see the comp,anion story on this
page, our editorial, page 3 Md Washington Scene, page 16.
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Thank you Ladies & Gentlemen, that completes the
auction of Yosemite’s “aura”. What am I bid
for a prime 150 MHz at 1.9GHzB

Spread Spectrum PCS and Wireless
LAN Systems Make Headlines
Spread Specmm signals will soon be making an
impact on our daily lives, if the press is to be believed.
During research for this month’s issue, SSS staff uncovered
over 250 pages of recently published significant material in
ne,arly 100 publications, about Spre,ad Spectrum. Not only is
SS making headlines -- it is mnking a dent in our forests!
Rory J. O’Connor, in the June 14, 1992 &an 30~
j!lrrrurp MM, “Battle for the airwaves”, page El, noted:
“Silicon Valley companies envision a future where millions of
people carry ‘around pocket-size computers that link them with
their offices by radio waves.” Mr. O’Connor ‘and m,any others
think the public needs to know more about our “wireless”
communications future. SSS strongly supports this notion_ In
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is dedicated to the Spread Spectrum professional and is committed to being the primary
source for the latest news and information about
the growth, regulation and opportunities in this
emerging science.
SSS provides a forum for publication of technical information, advertising, editorials, opinions
and news relating to the emerging fields of our
coverage and emphasis.
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For more coverage on this topic and related i s s u e s
see our editorial on page 3 and Washington Scene, page 16.

Welcome back -- this month brings more changes to SSS.
I’irst, I hope you have noticed our cleaner layout and twocolor front and back covers. We also regret to tell you that
due to time conflicts, Kim Robinson’s column on SS
Networking Software will not appear this month. Is there
anyone out there who might be able to take over this
column’? We introduce two new features this month: (I)
Tom Diskin’s, N7TD, new column Technical Trends in
Education; and (2) the column Secret Spread Spectrum
Signals. Hope you enjoy these changes to SSS. Please write
Koert Koelman
us with your comments and suggestions.
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As a picture is worth a
thous.and words, our front page cartoon
summarizes SSS’ opinions about S. B.
2 18. We also hope you got a small
chuckle from the c‘artoon. We th‘ank
Ms. Paula Christensen, our new Art
Director, for her artistic creation.
Congress established the FCC
in 1934 with the Communications Act
of 1934. This enabling legislation
provided for the FCC to allocate the
frequency spectrum in a fair and
equitable m a n n e r , bakancing the
public’s good against industry and
commercial needs. The government
also provided
for in this
W&Xi
legislation, because not all of the
precious spectrum w‘as given the FCC
to m‘anage. The FCC was allowed to
license spectrum users, collect
application and other fees - it w‘as also
given the job of regulating and policing
the frequencies it manages.
Time and events ch‘ange all
things. So the FCC first introduced the
“Fairness Doctrine” and “Equal
Access” provisions.
Then came
Celluhu Telephone ‘and two-provider
monopolies of service are,=. Then
ahnost ten years ago the FCC and
Congress came up with one of the
“best” ever:
the Communications
Secrecy Act. This “super” legislation
overturned the basic idea, from 1934,
that the &airwaves belonged to the
public and ‘any signal could be freely
received, without ch‘arge to the public,
provided no commercial use was made
of the brondc‘ast.
Now we see the Congressional
and FCC greed again at work with the
“Spectrum Auction Bill.” Don’t these
people ever think? Our spectrum is a
limited and precious natural resource
just like our national parks or our
freedoms g u a r a n t e e d b y t h e
Constitution. How can rhey auction
off these ethereal things that rightfully
belong to the t‘axpayer, the citizen ‘and
the public:’
I guess BIG BUSINESS is
more import‘ant th,an we citizens ‘and
taxpayers. Is it in the public interest or
“fair” or does it provide “equal access”
to auction off a “Spectrum Reserve”?
Spectrum that w‘as tnken from spnrsely
Srr Edlturlsl page I5
July, 1992

downlinking of digital remote sensmg
data from meterological satellites. We
have been downlinking GOES-VISSR
images at 2.11 Mbps since 1985,
TIROS-HRPT at 665 kbps since 1989
and recently METEOSAT-PDUS. I
will sprend the word <among this group
about your publication since it is of
specific interest and aid to our work.

Letters 82 Comments
Sir,
I am interested in your publications
“Spread Spectrum Scene,” which you
advertised in the MAY issue of “NUTS
& VOLTS” magazine.
Enclosed is a SASE for your
convenience.
Thal*s.

Winston Yuen
Woodhaven, NY

To Whom it may concern:
I have read a short description
of your newsletter in Don Lancaster’s
“Resource Bin” in NUTS & VOLTS
Magazine.
I am interested in
reviewing your Spread Spectrum Scene
newsletter and request a copy be sent
to the above ‘address with subscription
information.
Thank you for considering my
request, I am looking forw‘ard to
receiving a good communications
newsletter.
Sincerely,

Yours Truly,
John L. DuBois, W IHDX
Boxborough, MA

Rudy Roberts,
Please set up a subscription for me for
12 months.
I have contacted the Canadian D.O.C.
in Calgary re: obtaining temporary
permission to use SS emissions in
Canada. Information you fUrnished on
the US STA has been forwarded to
D.O.C. Senior Radio Inspector Mark
Hanna, who seems receptive to a
similar STA measure here.
If you have any details on other
Canadian efforts in this direction,
please let me know. I have enlisted
several other h,ams here who will help
with the paperwork tid want to get on
the air with something like the STA- 1.
Also, if any other Canadian Hams are
interested in joining our effort, please
have them contact me.
Best Regards,
Rusty Rushton, VE6TL
Nowsco Pipeline Surveys & Services
Calgary, Alberts, Canada

James D. Leisring, Jr.
l?T Technical Institute
Indi‘anapolis, IN

Denr Rwldy,
Congratulations on a- well
done ‘and w welcome newsletter. . . .
You may be aw‘are that there
is a smnI1 but quite intense group
worldwide devoted to direct
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STANFORD TELECOM WINS
MAJOR CONTRACT for
CORDLESS PBX/PCS
TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Stanford Telecommunications,
Inc. (STel) today announced the award
of a Spread Spectrum Cordless
Telephone
System development
program From a consortium of five
Taiwan comp‘anies. The consortium is
building a next-generation digital
telephone system for PBX and Personal
Communications Service applications.
Stanford Telecom will design and
develop not only handsets, but also
base stations, remote handset cradles,
‘and other key equipment all based on
STel’s Digital Spread Spectrum and
Application Specific Integrated Circuit
technologies.
Organized by Taiwan’s
Industrial Technology Research
Institute (ITRI), the consortium
consists of manufacturing and
communications comp‘anies f r o m
Taiw‘an’s private sector. The firms seek
to use Stanford Telecom’s ability to
rapidly design communication systems
and produce them in ASICs to
strengthen the Taiwan telecom industry
that is currently dominated by makers
of low end conventional telephones.
The aw‘ard of the development
contract comes after a competitive
sy%n design and specification phase
between Stanford Telecom and another
United States based communications
company. According to Hatch G&am,
Vice President of St‘anford Telecom’s
ASIC & Custom Products Division,
St‘anford Telecom believes they were
selected b‘ased on two key points: the
high performance and capacity of their
Synchronous Orthogonal WaveformTM,
CDMA technology for communications
over multipath channels such as
offices, and STel’s proven line of
ASICs for wireless signal processing,
demodulation ‘and decoding.
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The Stanford Telecom system
is intended to provide mobile telephone
capabilities to PBX environments such
<as offices and factory facilities where
users on the move need to link in a
wide v‘ariety of locations. Using
personal codes managed by a single
base station, the STel cordless phone
system will automatically route calls to
the phone of the called person
regardless of the individual’s position at
the time. For a shared phone system,
over 60 phones will be supported by a
single base station, significantly
reducing the cost per user compared to
existing wireless phone systems. Power
efficient and compact handsets will be
built for ease of use. The handsets will
be set in battery charging desktop
cradles when not in transit. To
eliminate interference problems
common to currently available cordless
phones, Stanford Telecom will
introduce Synchronous Orthogonal
WaveformTM
technology designed
specifically formobilecommunications
within office and other multi-user
pedestrian environments.
Stanford Telecom expects to
have a working cordless phone system
in field testing in the first quarter of
1993. Stanford Telecom’s high
capacity, Synchronous Orthogonal
WaveformTM, Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) technology, enables
the telephone systems to be configured
into a cellular infrastructure, thereby
enabling users to ro‘am from a home
base station to other bnse stations.
With this structure, over one thousand
wireless users in a cellular
configuration may be provided with
high voice quality.
St‘anford Telecom’s proven
technology h&as been used for years in
many robust miliuary systems, and with
their introduction of stand‘ard ASIC
building block products, the technology
has quickly m.ade its way to numerous
industrial ‘and consumer applications
where both high performance and low
price ‘are mandatory. For example,
applying their core competence in
navigation ‘and positioning technology,
Stanford Telecom is building the
wireless signal processing equipment
for a nation-wide vehicle location and
tracking system backed by Ameritech,
a Regional Bell Holding Company.
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DSP
for
Spread Spectrum
by Matthew Johnson
In my previous column, I gave a
preview of the “Basic All-purpose
Digital Signal Processor.” Before I
completely describe it, I should explain
that my re‘ason for doing so is NOT
that you will often see a device with
this architechture, but that this BADSP
clearly illustrates the fund‘amentd
issues that must be addressed in any
DSP application. More importantly,
the BADSP shows the &nd,amental
pouivalence of the digital signal to the
original ‘analog signal (under certain
bro,ad conditions I will spell out).
So what is the BADSP’! It consists of
the blocks in figure 1. This ch‘ain of
blocks accept an analog input (usually
a voltage varying with time), prepares
it for the number cruncher, crunches,
and finally produces ‘an analog output.

If the number cruncher does nothing
but p&ass through the number received,
I have an expensive replacement for a
piece of wire or tmnsmission line! But
the fact that it m replace the
transmission lineis more interesting
tl1,a.n acttnally using it to do so, since it
shows that whatever information is in
the analog input is still present in the
digitized signal. Thus once I choose a
filter a n d
digitizer,
anti-alias
reconstruction filter, that preserves the
information, I can focus my attention
on the number cruncher, confident that
there really is a way to extract the
desired information from the stream of
numbers flowing from the digitizer.
So what are al1 these blocks’? The
inner two are pretty obvious, but the
other two require some background,
especially the first, the Anti-Abasing
Filter. This prevents “aliaing”, a
peculiar phenomenon of the DSP
world. To explain aliasing I must
digress to explain how digitizing is
viewed as a convolution, and invoke
(without proof) a theorm from
functional analysis.

quantize to enough levels, I can model
quantization as additive noise, adding it
after s,ampling. By then the quantizing
uoise is usually pretty small, so I will
come back to it at a later time.
So considering digitizing as sampling
with a fixed sample period, consider
each sample pulse as an “infmtely
high” and “infinitesimally wide” curve
with an area of 1. Then sampling an
input signal S(t) over time becomes the
convolution’ of said signal with a chain
of those s‘ample pulses. But by a
theorm of functional analysis, this is
exactly equivalent to AM modulation
of the input spectrum with carriers at
Jl integer multiples of the sampling
-- More next month.
frequency.
’ Convolution is the operation that
t,akes as operands the input voltage and
the impulse response of a filter and
yields ‘as output the voltage at the
output of said filter.

Strictly speaking, digitizing consists of
line ‘and
two seperate operations.
quantization. Fot-hma!~
if
I
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AN ANALOG GPS
DATA RECEIVER
B Y Dan Doberstein
President, DKD Instruments

SSS welcomes the opportunity to
present Dun Doherstein ‘s mulog
GPS receiver. This ideu urticle
is intended not to show how to
build u GPS receiver, hut to
illustrute concepts Dun used in
his design. As most readers
k n o w , G P S i s neuring .fidl
operutionul status, hus IH
satellites on the air (sometimes)
and provides very interesting
The price o f
cupabilities.
comnerciul GPS receivers bus
dropped .suhstuntiully in recent
yeur.s. But, Dun’s GPS receiver
is the simplest and m o s t
inexpensive upprouch we huve
seen yet. While not every home
w o r k s h o p nyv be uble t o
reproduce Dun’s GPS receiver.
S S S ,ft?els t h a t t h e d e s i g n
presented here is u .fie.sh new
look at GPS receiver technology
und .should be of‘ interest to ull
our reuder.s.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a Global
Positioning System (GPS) single
channel data receiver using the LI
c‘artier. A brief expkanation of the GPS
system is provided. The needed details
of the GPS signal structure (are also
covered. GPS uses Spread Spectrum
techniques. It is one of the first world
wide systems to implement this
technology. These techniques will play
‘an ever larger pnrt in tomorrow’s
communication systems.

WHY BUILD AN ANALOG
GPS DATA ONLY
RECEIVER?
There
6

‘UI:

right

now

lllnlly

Figure 1: Simplified Ll Model (P-code ignored).
commercially made GPS receivers on
the m‘arket. A benefit of this design is
the fact that it is nearly all ,mdOg.
M‘any of the commercial receivers
digitize the IF ‘and the signal
disappears into a black box of digit,aI
signal processing. This is great from a
cost/performance point of view but not
from a intuition and learning point of
view. The anaIog approach lends itself
more to seeing the v,arious and
different trade offs in the design
especially in the code tracking loop.
And although the position problem is
not ‘addressed just getting the data is
tough! M,any of the insights gained
through studying this receiver CNI be
applied to other spread spectrum
systems.

THE GPS SYSTEM
GPS is a satellite system that c&an
provide users with time and position
information. The satellites transmit
satellite position and GPS time
information to receivers on the ground
or in the air. Orbits are haIf
synchronous. Three satellites must be
in view to obtain latitude ‘and longitude
(if altitude is known). Four must be in
view to obtain latitude, longitude ‘and
altitude. These two scen‘arios ;Lssume
that the user receiver does not know
GPS time. If position is known then
GPS time can be obtained. This
information will be available globally.
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twenty four hours a day.

GPS SIGNAL STRUCTURE
The GPS signal uses two c‘arriers LI
and L2. Ll is at 1575.42 mhz. L2 is at
1227.6 mhz. Both carriers have data
information on them. This receiver
ignores the L2 sigmaI ‘and only the Ll
signal is used. Figure 1 is a simplified
model of the satellite LI generator.
The carrier is bi-phase modulated with
a 1023 bit, 1.023 Mhz pseudo random
sequence. The data is also bi-phased
modulated onto the c‘arrier at a 5OHz
rate. In ‘addition the (P-code) EXOR
(data) stre‘am is ph,ase modulating the
carrier. This modulation can be
ignored. All clocks are synchronous.

REQUIREMENTS FOR
RECEIVING THE GPS Ll
SIGNAL
The combination of the spreading
code, high doppler and low received
signal power force any GPS receiver to
track the code and the doppler
SIMULTANEOUSLY. The doppler
h,as a range of about +/- 7 Khz. The
low received power level forces a
marrow IF bandwidth in addition to a
good LNA to achieve tolerable signaI
to noise ratios which in turn forces the
receiver to have some sort of doppler
tracker. Doing all these t,asks is what
m‘akes the GPS receiver a real
challenge.

July, 1992
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The minimum received power at the
earths surface is -130dbm for a 0 db
gain antenna. The satellite sends this
out RH circular polarized. Due to the
spreading of the C/A code the LI
signal is BELOW the noise floor of
the receiver. It can only be seen if the
receiver has a copy of the C/A code to
raise it “out of the mud” of the
receiver noise. This process is called
correlation and is at the heart of GPS

receivers.

AN Ll DATA RECEIVER
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of
the receiver. Some representative
spectrums ‘are shown at v,arious points.
The LI signal is received using a
quadrafikar circukarly polarize antenna.
The signal then enters a LNA. From
here the signal goes through 60 feet of
RG-214 to the crystal down converter.
After some ,amplification the received
signal arrives at the MixeKorrelator.
This is just a DBM used in a slightly
different way to achieve the 2nd IF of
5.7288 Mhz. The only difference from
conventional down conversion here is

that the 2nd LO is phase modulated by
the receivers own C/A code generator.
This is where the C/A code is
removed. If the receiver generated code
is lined up with the code from the
satellite then the 2nd IF will be present
otherwise the receiver sees only noise.
Assuming the codes are locked the 2nd
IF spectrum is as shown. All the LO’s
for the 24 3rd and 4th IFS are
generated by division of the 114.613
Mhz VCXO. The VCXO is needed
here to compensate for doppler and is
controlled by the Doppler Scanmrack
circuitry. From the 2nd IF the sign&al
goes through two more IF’s to the final
IF of 20 khz. This low IF is chosen so
that active BPF’s can be used to
achieve the n‘arrow 1 Khz b‘andwidths
needed. At this point the signal splits
three ways into the blocks Tau-Dither
code tracker, Doppler Scan/Track ‘and
Data demodulator.
The Phase
Modulation select switch is used for
providing different signals to the phase
modulator for the 2nd IF LO. All
except.the Code w/Dither position <are
used for testing only.
You might be wondering where the
AGC is in this design.

mere isn’t any. The receiver runs wide
open. AGC is a problem due to the
C/A code spreading. To have AGC it
would have to become active AFTER
the Ll signal is correlated which
means that a switching scheme would
be needed. This is not that difficult but
its probably better left to a computer
todecide on AGC levels. The receiver
works without it so why not?

IF SELECTION
The IF’s as implemented in this
design ‘are less than optimum. The
choice of the 28Mhz 1st IF was based
primarily on existing designs for the
h,am band at 1.3 Ghz which used a
28Mhz 1st IF. If any of the 28.644
LO m‘akes it through the multiplier
chain (‘and some does) it will appear in
the 28.644 Mhz IF. This is not as bad
‘as it would first appear. The high gain
of the pre‘amp helps here as does the
C/A code which will reduce any CW
by about 35 db. In many ways the
choice the 28.644 Mhz IF was a bad
one, but the design still worked and
that is what counts!

OPERATION OF THE
TAU-DITHER C/A CODE
SCAN/TRACK SYSTEM
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of
this system. The purpose of this system
is to se,arch for C/A code alignment
and once found keep it there. Both
functions are implemented by
controlling the code clock frequency
via the 10.23 Mhz VCXO. This code
clock VCXO is driven either by a
const‘annt voltage for Sc‘an or a varying
voltage for Track. An analog switch
chooses between the two. When
theswitch is in Track position the
system is said to be “closed loop”.
When in the Sc,an position the system
is “open loop”. VNious waveforms and
spectrums are shown accompanying the
block diagram of figure 3. Some
waveforms are open loop while others
are close loop. The open loop
waveforms are marked with an
‘asterisk.
In order to underst‘and closed loop
Figure 3: Block Diagram C/A Code Scan/Track System
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operation it is first necessary to
understru~d open loop operation. In the
open loop mode the code clock VCXO
is held at a constant frequency offset
from 1.023 Mhz, the zero doppler code
rate. This frequency difference, about
10 Hz, causes the receiver generated
code to “slip” by the code on the LI
signal. The time it takes for the two
1023 bit codes to make a complete
pass is N/DF seconds; where N= 1023
and DF= 1 Ohz the frequency difference
between the two code clocks.
Ignoring the effect of the Dither for
now lets look at what occurs 6as the
two codes slide by each other. As the
two codes slip they will come to point
where they “correlate”. Correlation is
when the two codes are within two
chips of alignment. As correlation
occurs the 20 Khz IF will start to
appe,ar at the output of the BPF. Before
correlation the output of the BPF is
just noise. The 20 Khz IF doesn’t
appear all at once, rather it builds in
‘amplitude reaching a peak when the
two codes are in perfect alignment. As
the two codes continue to slip the 20
Khz IF ‘amplitude decre‘ases until we
are back to our noise output from the
BPF. This process gives rise to the
characteristic
triangular
shaped
correlation pulse at the output of the
Full Wave Detector. The width of this
pulse is given by 2/DF, where DF is
defined ‘as above.
Now lets look at the effect of the
Tau-Dither. Tau dither is used to
generate a voltage that can be applied
to the code clock VCXO <as to keep the
codes in “lock”. It does this by
determining which side of the
correlation pulse the receiver generated
code is on ‘and how fnr it is from the
penk point. If we know which side of
the correlation pulse we ‘are on we can
determine if the receiver generated
code should be adv‘anced or retarded
with respect to the received code.
Knowing how f‘ar off we are tells us
“how much” we need to move the
code.
This information is generated by
“dithering”, or switching, between two
versions of the receiver generated code.
One version is delayed the other is not.
The delay uskd here is about l/2
microsecond or i/2 chip. As the two
codes slip through correlation the
July,
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dither switching induces AM on the
2OKhz IF. The frequency of the AM is
the same ‘as dither clock frequency.The
‘amplitude of this AM increases to a
m,aximum and then decre‘ases to zero
when the codes ‘are in alignment. As
the two codes continue to slip it again
grows ‘and diminishes to zero as we
pass the correlation point. This “double
hump” waveform can be generated by
detecting the output of the dither BPE
This is shown in the block diagram but
it is not used or needed in the actual
circuit. At the midpoint of the double
hump, at code alignment, the induced
AM goes through a 180 degree phase
shift. The ph‘ase shift contains the
adv‘ancelretard information while the
amplitude of the AM contains the
“how f‘ar” information. The AM and its
180 degree phase shift at code
alignment is caused by the triangular
shape of the correlation pulse. In short
the dithering of the code induces AM
on the received carrier whose phase
c‘arriers the advance/retard information
‘and the ‘amplitude c‘arriers the “how
much” information.
The dither induced AM is “picked
off” the full wave detected 20 Khz IF
with a BPF tuned to the dithering
frequency. The dither AM is now
multiplied by the dither clock
reference. This recovers both the ph‘ase
and a m p l i t u d e i n f o r m a t i o n
simultaneously. The output of the
multiplier is lowp‘ass filtered to give
the “discriminator” error output. The
180 degree ph‘ase ch‘ange causes a
pokarity reversal which produces the
“S” shape discriminator output. We
now have voltage whose pokarity tells
us whether to adv‘ance or ret‘ard our
code and whose amplitude tells how
much.
The low p‘ass filter after the
multiplier serves the same purpose as
the loop filter in the more f‘3milia.r
ph‘ase locked loop. Much of the
analysis of the code loop can be done
using the tools from ph,ase locked
loops with slight modifications.
Closed Loop Operation is initiated
when correlation occurs. The c‘arrier
detector senses the presence of the
20khz IF and flips the switch from
Scan to Track. The code clock VCXO
is now being controlled by the error
voltage from the discriminator. The

Spread Spectrum Scene

discriminator voltage constantly
“pushes” the receiver code in the
proper direction so as to keep the two
codes in lock. When the discriminator
output is positive the code should be
advanced, or lower the VCXO
frequency. Just the opposite for
negative voltages. In this manner the
code clock VCXO is frequency
modulated to keep the codes in
alignment.
Getting a feel for the code scan/track
process is best done with the aid of a
Ll simulator. With the simulator the
LI code and the receiver code can be
displayed on a two channel scope. By
triggering on either the Ll or receivers
code epoch that code can be made to
“stand still” on the scope. The other
code will move across the screen in the
direction determined by the sign of the
frequency difference and at the rate
determined by the magnitude of the
frequency difference. If the loop is
held open all the open loop waveforms
c‘an be observed as the two codes slide
through correlation.
If we allow the scan/track switch to
operate we can observe the transient
and steady state behavior of the code
track process. In steady state the
tracking jitter can be seen and
measured. Seeing the movement and
dynamic properties of the scan/track
system on a scope is hard to beat for
getting a handle on this tricky problem.
It is easy to get confused with all
the bi-phase modulation processes in
this receiver. Remember there are three
distinct biphase modulation processes;
Code, Data and the Dither induced AM
is itself bi-phase modulated via the
correlation triangle. Each one is
independent of the other so there is no
interaction between the receiver circuits
that operate on these modulations. See
page 18 for more information about
Dan and DKD’s instruments.
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Build The STA-1
Transceiver, Part 2
Lust month we begun
this series on construction ofu
simple Spreud S p e c t r u m
transceiver .for use under the
new Spread Spectrum STA
from the FCC. In the June,
1992 SSS we presented the
pros and cons of a basic
design using transmitted
reference direct sequence
spread spectrum (TRDSSS). A
block diugram level discussian
was presented and the ideu
that others may want to
duplicate this design wus
presented.
This month we cover
the TRDSSS transmitter cir-

‘are fully programmable, providing
enhanced flexibility.

cuitry. Complete schemutics
ure givenfbr the transmitter as
is u new and improved
trunsmitter block diagrum.

Figure 1. below is the revised block
diagmm of the simplified STA-1 T X
circuitry. The two PLL synthesizers
<are replaced by two crystal
oscillators. One oscillator is voltage
tunable over +/- 1 to 2 kHz to
provide analog FM capability for
voice ID’ing. The other oscillator is
a straight fixed frequency crystal
oscillator. Both oscillators run at l/3
of the output frequency and are based
on an HC speed ‘04, TIT_. hex
inverter design. Thus, each crystal
oscillator’s output is rich in odd
frequency h‘armonics in their outputs.
A simple two pole bandp‘ass filter on
each output c‘an be used to select the
third harmonic (the TX carrier output)
frequency for later processing. Most
of the rest of this new design is
identic‘al to that shown in June.

During breadbo‘arding of the STA-1
transmitter (TX) circuitry it became
app‘arent that the initial TX block
diagmm was a little more expensive
to produce than we had hoped. The
original TX block diagmm shown in
June’s SSS, used separate PLL
frequency synthesizers to generate
the tmnsmit carriers for each
TRDSSS channel. This approach
results in a single cystal, coherent
design w h i c h h,as some very
interesting features -- but it is XII the
simplest design approach that
Some
provides useful results.
re.aders may still want to pursue the
original design because the carrier
spacing and actual c‘arrier frequencies
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The only other difference is that the
reference frequency divider chain for
the logic uses a 4.000 MHz AT cut
qu‘artz crystal oscillator, instead of the
24 MHz design shown in June. By the
way, how m,any of you noticed the
error that showed a l/8 divider inste‘ad
of the required l/6 divider in last
month’s block diagmm? Sorry, about
that -- but it’s only academic now, isn’t
it?
The complete schematic for the T X PN
PLL clock generator and digital
frequency divider chain is shown on
page I I, in figure 2. The T X PN
generator circuit schematic is shown on
page 12, opposite, in figure 3. This B
sized schematic was reduced for
publication -- I hope it is still readable.
Figure 4, below, shows the schematic
of most of the rem‘aining TX circuitry.
Some of the Transmit / Receive
switching circuitrv. common power
supply regulators and miscehneous

benefit (like keeping the signal in the
assigned Ham b‘and) is wiped out.
Further, non-linear amplification
creates Intermodulation and other twotone distortion products that just waste
precious tmnsmit power.

common circuits will appe‘ar in future
installments of this series.
The new TX design sacrifices some of
the flexibility of fully programmable
frequencies in each TRDSSS carrier
for simpler, more inexpensive circuitry.
The basic function and theory of
operation of both the old and new
designs are very similar, however. The
essential double tone set of carriers are
generated at the T X output frequencies,
then one tone is BPSK modulated with
PN only. The other tone is BPSK
modulated with the product (PN EXOR
DATA). The two modulated signals
‘are linearly summed in a resistive
power combiner and then bandp‘ass
filtered and amplified to the proper
level for subsequent tmnsmission.
Bear in mind that after the two
modulated sign,& are combined and
filtered, all amplification must be done
bv lineru. chass A or AB. amplifiers. If
you try to use class C type
,amplifkation, ‘any b‘andpass filtering
31
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Please write if you need more detailed
information on the TX section. Next
month we will present the complete
receive (Rx) circuitry.
The final
installment in this series, in the SSS
September issue will tie all the loose
ends together, show the circuit board
layouts and ,announce price and
availability of the STA-I kits. In the
me‘antime, some of you may want to
breadboard or test some of the circuit
concepts and the circuits presented so
f‘ar -- go to it! Ple‘ase let us know how
you progress and inform us of any
ch‘anges you’d like to see. We want
this to be a group effort - we &%d
your feedback! Enjoy and don’t forget
to send off those forms, published in
June SSS, to Bob Buaas,~K6KGS.
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Introduction to Spread
Spectrum
Part 3
by Randy Roberts

processing components with
inexpensive m‘ass producible digital
circuitry
like Custolll ASICs
(Application Specific Integrated
Circuits) or custom LSI (L‘arge Scale
Integration) chips is a strong economic
factor today.

Services & Resources

l

Elcctro Service Corporation
2 Davis Drive
P. 0. Box 128
Belmont, CA 94002
Phone: 41 S-592-511 1
FAX: 415-592-6052

Chapter 2 - Why Spreud

Spectrum?
The previous chapter presented
highlights of the most commonly used
forms of spread spectrum. The first
chapter also gave some brief re<asons
for using spread spectrum in several
different communications and
navigation applications. This chapter
will concentrate on why spread
spectrum is used, it’s benefits and it’s
adv‘antages. We will also discuss
drawbacks and disadvantages of spre‘ad
spctrum other th‘an the complexity ‘and
cost issues involved in providing
spread spectrum.
Spread spectrum signals, by their very
nature ‘are more expensive to generate
Spread
than marrow b‘and sigmals.
spectrum receivers ‘are also more
expensive th,an t h e i r n‘arrowb‘and
counterp‘arts -- because of the special
synchronization requirements of SS
signals. T!iese <are “inherent” to the
use of spread spectrum and are part of
the trade off required to decide if SS is
even needed in a particukar application.
The focus of this chapter is the
“teclmica!” strengths‘and weaknessesof
spread spectrum, in genera!. More
specifically, we will present several
application case studies and examine
their relative technical merits. This
approach to ‘answering wily spread
spectrum, will thus provide the reader
with an introduction to some of the
existing SS systems.
SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS
UTILIZE DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING EFFICIENTLY
Most, but not a!!, spread spectrum
systems utilize digital signal processing
techniques. Wliile not a seemingly
strong advantage, the ability to replace
temperature dependent. aging prone.
and tigllt tolerance analog signal
14

SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS
PROVIDE INHERENT MESSAGE
PRlVACY
Spread spectrum waveforms can be
designed with any degree of privacy or
In fact, spread
security desired.
spectrum signals can be made
cryptograpllically secure, if you work
for the riglit government agency.
Commercia! ‘and industrial applications
r&e use of tllis feature of spread
spectrum systems because business
communications often h‘as a monet‘ary,
time value to it. In other words, a user
of an in-building spread spectrum
wireless LAN (Loc‘aI Area Network)
may not w;mt his competitor next door
overhe‘aring or eavesdropping on his
next year’s business plans. Even the
simplest commercial spre‘ad spectrum
systems c&an deny access to c,asu‘aI
listeners with “Radio Shack” sc‘anners.
SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS
ALLOW USERS TO OPERATE
UNDER FCC PART 15.247 RULES
WITHOUT LICENSES
T!lis non-technical reason seems to be
tile most important re‘ason to use
spre‘ad spectrum commercially today.
The FCC, who regulates the frequency
spectrum in the United States, h‘as
chosen to allow low power un-licensed
operation of spread spectrum
equipment in several of the so called
Industrial, Scientific ‘and Medica!
frequency bands.
T!ie
1992
assignments include 9 15, 2450 and
5500 MHz frequency ranges. SeveraI
legislative and FCC rule m‘aking moves
‘are in process at the time this book
w‘as in preparation that may allow
spread spectrum to be used for wireless
LAN and PCN/PCS (Persona!
Communication Network / Persona!
Communication System) systems near
I.9 GHz.
Next montll we present
more of chapter 2.

Spread Spectrum Scerie

Testing and Consulting for
Regula’roty Approvals

Contact: Mr. Peter Liljequist

l

Haystack Systems
1022 Greenwich Street
San Francisco, CA
94133
Phone: 415-441-4891
Specializing in Affordable
Customized Software
Development

Contact: Mr. Robert J.
Lumlcy

l

Telergy Systems
350 Sharon Park Drive
Suite T-14
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Phone: 415-854-2688

New technical endeavors - new
ventures - new products marketing - business plans and
presentations.

Contact: Mr. Robert DiMenna

l

RF / Spread Spectrum
P. 0. Box 2199
El Granada, CA
9401X-2199
Phone: 415-726-6849

Spread Spectrum New Product
Development -- RF/ Microwave
Analog % Digital System
Integration - Consulring
CAEKAD Training
ConceptuaUAnalytical
Tradeojj..

Contact: Mr. Randy Roberts

WANT TO BE LISTED
HERE? CONTACT SSS.
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government frequency
allocations, sould be auctioned off to
IBM, the Baby Bells, the
Apple,
WINForum companies, or whoever?
This auction could give them new
spectrum monopolies so they c.an
gouge us with expensive ch‘arges for
access to u airwaves (like they do in
Celluhar Telephone).
This magnzine is, after all,
devoted to the advancement of the Art
‘and Science of Spread Spectrum. We
do need industry to move out, develop
new products, new services ‘and m,ake
a few bucks. All of these things we
encourage. All of these things are
good for the country and if done
competively ‘are good for our economy.
What we are against is the
blind seeming direction that S. B. 218
is now t‘aking. We join with the
ARRL, who represents 500,000
‘amateur radio operators in this country,
in opposition to S. B. 218 as it now
smnds. We join with FCC Spectrum
Reserve NRPM cornmentors, the
Utilities Telecommunications Council
(UK); the Association of Americ‘an
Railroads (AAR); the Public Power
Council; the Americ,an Public Power
Association (APPA); the NationaI
Rural Electric Cooperative Association;
‘and the US Energy Dep‘artment in
opposition to S. B. 2 18 until it is better
thought out ‘and has had full public
he,arings. a re‘asonable comment period
on pending FCC rulem,akings & until
our elected representatives and paid
civil servants w‘ake up ‘and see who
pays them.
To be completely fair, I guess
I should offer some constructive
answer or alternative to the
government’s latest goodie: S. B. 2 18.
In this spirit let me first ‘admit that
some very tough choices &are necessary
in this ‘arena -- there ‘are no clear, clean
“optimum” alternatives available that
Until this
c.an ple;lse everyone.
country is fully cabled with a wide
bnnd fiber optic network, we probably
need more ‘and better use of the RF
spectrum.
I think a slower going
approach, where more short term
experimental licenses <are granted by
the FCC is in order -- not wholesale,
Scr Xlurr Edi~urlal pq:’ If@
UXd
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by Tom Diskin
In this issue of Spccad
S~W~WUI~~ Scme we will emb‘uk on a
new ‘area of technical applications,
“TechnicaI Trends in Education”. In
this column, I will report to you on
new developments in the education
arena, ‘and p~articuharly those which
involve the use of high technology and
spectrum communications
spre‘ad
techniques. This is a broad ‘and rapidly
changing field, so ple‘ase feel free to
contact me if you are aware of
developments in the field for which
you would like more information.
Technical education is a field
which is import,ant to all of us in the
electronics industry, because it is an
endeavor which allows us to keep
abre‘ast of new developments in our
areas of expertise, as well as keep us
informed of new changes in peripheral
fields. We may consider education first
as a way of preparing ourselves for
our profession; however, its overall
benefit is probably more in terms of
how we use it to “update” our skills
‘and knowledge to encompass new
emerging technologies in our segment
of the profession. This kind of
education, sometimes called “lifelong
le,aming” will probably have a much
greater effect on our perfonmance as a
professional in a p.articuhar field than
any a m o u n t o f “formal” or
“prep,aratory” learning we completed
before entering the profession .
An ‘area of debate which exists
within the field of technical education
is the difference between “education”
and “training”. In the most simplistic
way, “training” may be defined <as
le,arning which relates to a specific
procedure or methodology which may
be directly applied to a specific piece
of equipment or technique. An ex‘ample
of training might be a session on how
to set up and use a specific
manufacturer’s radio equipment in a
installation.
spread
spectrum

Spread Spectrum Scene

“Educmon”, 011 the other limo. 15 a
much more generahstic approach to
learning, in that it describes a more
generic understanding of concepts and
techniques that may then be applied to
any number of specific situations.
Implied in this definition is the concept
of “critical thinking”, meaning the
ability to apply knowledge to a wide
variety of somewhat related scenarios,
and judge the best approach to solve a
particular problem. An example of
education might be a generalistic
procedure for installation and operation
of any spread spectrum system.
In this column, we will look
both at how education is affected by
new emerging technologies, as well as
how education can help speed public
acceptance and understanding of these
technologies, For example, we will
look at a proposal for a new college
course i n S p r e a d S p e c t r u m ,
,advantageous both to benefit current
students who want to gain some
experience in this new field, as well as
a retraining course for those currently
working in the field who want to
update their skills and knowledge to
newer technologies. We will also
explore how spread spectrum can be
introduced in high school (maybe even
middle school) programs to introduce
young people to the concepts of
networking and how RF can be used to
greater advantage as a transmission
medium.
About the Author: Tom Diskin is a
Professor of Electronics at College of
S‘an Mateo in &an Mateo, California.
He holds a BS in Industrial
Technology from California
Polytechnic State University ‘and an
MS in Trade ‘and Industrial Education
from Oregon State University. Tom has
worked both <as an educator on the high
school and community college levels,
‘and h,as also taught for various
electronic comp‘anies as a trainer,
course developer ‘and technical writer.
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&lure Editorial from page IS

permanent auction or sale of the
“reserve” frequencies. Let industry and
the government (the FCC in it’s
policing role) try out new ideas, new
concepts and new services. Let the
FCC charge dearly for the right to
experiment in the subject frequency
bands -- but do it slowly, and only
temporarily until all the bugs are
worked out in this new commercial
technology.
The ARRL’s Pacific Division
Director, Charles McConnell, W6DPD
Ilad the following to say about this
subject in his July, 1992 Pacific
Division Update:

“Another problem

in the Congress is S. 218. This bill
could cause the government to give
back 200 MHz of spectrum for private
sector use. The catch is that between
420 MHz and 5 GHz the Government
‘and Amateurs share frequencies. In
order to get funds for replacement
circuits, S. 2 18 proposes to auction the
frequencies. This could be detrimental
to Amateur Radio. Keep your word
processors ready and be prepared to
write letters to your Senators if you
are asked to do so.”
ARRL Exec. V. P. and QST
magazine’s Publisher David Sumner.
KIZZ. told SSS. 011 the telephone hast
week, that “The Amateur Radio
Service should be exempt from the
auction of it’s frequencies, which ‘are
shared with the government between
420 MHz and 5 GHz. While the
ARRL is not on record as opposing S.
B. 2 18, itself. we continue to believe in
the FCC’s philosophy of grouping
Amateur Radio with Public Safety
Since Amateur
Communications.
Radio was established, it h.as provided
valuable public service in emergencies
and h,as served ‘2s an adjunct to Public
Safety Communications whenever
required. Re-allocation of Amateur
radio sh,ared frequency allocationsmust
not be permitted -- we must maintain
our amateur allocations. ‘as H. R. 73
‘and S. 1372 will gmamntee. if passed.”
SSS supports Mr. Sumner’s and the
ARRL viewpoint and strongly
supports related bills: H. R. 73 & S.
1372 -- please write your
Congressman!
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As our Good News and Bad News
cover story said, there is a lot going on
in the press about Spread Spectrum
these days. To save our readers some
time, the sidebnr below lists some of
the more important publications
touching on Spre‘ad Spectrum.
ss %!%%lXIrcea
& I&&?r~ac&s
‘JIe EconepllSt “The frullful,
tangled trees of knowledge,” ou
telephone compnales and the growlh of
Information networks, June 20, 1992,
pp. 85-88.
ne Econom, “A way of We,” on
the fast growing moblle telephone
market (PC:N/PC:S), May 30, 1992, pp
19-22.
The Em, “Vehicle vnll~slla,”
on GPS and navigation systems in new
cars, May 23, 1992, pp 70-72.

&#gotlmeq, Conncctlng “Withoul A
W i r e , ” R o b e r t Moskowllz, about
LAN’s, June 8, 1992, pp. 58 8~ 222.
The Sam,“C:able
TV braces lor rumpctitiun,” MlcLeile
Vranizan. about cable TV I DB Sals
a n d w i r e l e s s alternntives, Juw 14,
1992, pp. E-14.
h‘an Francisco Em, “TV :
You ain’t seen aulhln yet,” Micheiie
Vrrnizaa, about soon to be wtreless TV
adjuncts and servlces, June 14, 1992,
pp. E-14.

The Sues “NTIA Eyes
2 GIlz Band as First Spectrum Reserve
CZomments Arrive,” most of thls Issue
Is ul great interest, June 24, 1992, pp.
I-12.

w “lluiiln~s
Ir* (SC‘
M o v e s t o D e v e l o p ‘rkcord’ o n
Spectrum Reserve Proposal,” alsu most
of thls Issue Is of Interest, June 10,
1992, pp. l-12.
PC3 NEWS,, “Senate He~rlng Gives
Utiilties thclr dry la Court,” most ol
the rest ol this Issue Is at the heart of
SS, June II, 1992, pp. l-10.
TR Wlrelrss News, “ET Docket 92-9
P(.:S-MIcrowave Battle C:on~inues In
Iloiii~~~s’ Itearing on FC:C:‘s,” e n t i r e
issue aiid June 4 issue provide ~uod
backprcmnci, June 1X, 1992, pp. i-12.
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Several readers including Bill
Hemmings nnd Ron Runswick have
pointed out that some very
“interesting” signals exist on satellite
Several
downlinks these days.
have
“underground” publications
sprung up in the hast few years to
provide information about how to
decode, de-crypt, decipher or otherwise
utilize
these “secret” signals.
Remember that actually succeeding in
cracking ‘any of these signals and you
have broken the law! Our good 01’
“Secrecy of Communications Act”
prohibits you from successfully using
‘any encoded tmnsmission in any way.
But it seems there is a challenge there
-- ‘and like the mountain, some people
m try to break any code in common
use. SSS underst‘ands that some 8,000
to 10,000 people subscribe to
“underground” publications that purport
to give technical information about
these “secret” signals.
Since the interest seems to be there,
SSS will provide space ‘and a reader
b‘ased forum for the exchange of
technical information in this subject
area. M;my of these signals do indeed
use various forms of Spread Spectrum
‘and are of interest in the purely
academic and tutorial arenas as
commercial examples of existing SS
systems.
SSS seeks short technical notes,
schematics, documentation of any kind
‘and tutorial information in this subject.
Keep the stuff legal and academically
oriented, if possible, and we will
publish it. SSS would also like to find
someone who might take on coordinating this monthly column. Please
call if you would like to volunteer -you’ll get a free subscription to SSS
‘and have a lot of fun, you may also
le,am a thing or two.
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